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Architectural Thesis 
          National Institute of Photography                               

Urban Study 
          Pallavaram | Transportation

Internship
          Sankri House
                    Lavik Shanti
          Pozhilan House
          BART Hospital

Academic
          Info Centre 
          IIM, Lonavala 
          Student Activity Centre 
                    Office Design 
          Serviced Apartment

Miscellaneous
          BRIM Business card design
          AR Pendant design
          Translink Fibernet logo design
          BART Miniature Model
                    Year One
          Digital
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01 architectural thesis



Site
Uthandi/Yelagiri

Design

Design Principles

Form
Geometry, Order

Concept

Requirements

Data Collection
Case Studies

Literature Studies

Aim and Objective

- A custom designed, full facility institute exclusively for photography. 
- The main objective of this institute is to provide affordable professional photography education of a high standard.
- Strongly believe in the methods of a Modern Gurukul, it contains theory and practical sessions to provide in-depth 
knowledge of the subject. 
- - Courses are defined in such a way that they lay basic foundation for various genres of photography viz. wild-life, bird 
photography, macro photography, nature, sports, and press and so on. 
- Photography Institute tells the importance of learning and practicing photography which can be only acquired with 
time. Courses will tell about how you can use hacks and tips to focus the picture according to the desired framework.

Scope & Limitations

- Photography is more in-demand than ever, with everything from bloggers to top-brands requiring 
photographs for their digital content. 
- Photography is one of the arts that are thriving in the digital marketplace, with opportunities for 
employment both online and in-house.
- There are elements and principles of photography through which the design may based on.
- - Since photography is an art, it is mandatory for the campus to incorporate art in any form.
- Photography has a wide platform to practice and so as the educational requirements. 

Issues & Thrust

- Photography falls under art and it is not given equal importance like this other fields. And, People 
get themselves educated with online courses and self practicing & experiencing.
- So one of the major factor that makes people to join a photography school is the environment. 
- The campus should have the potential to channelize the education in a much simpler and 
interactive way.  
- - The design would be geometric and order making the students to get into the network of 
photography education.
- The design should feed the interest of photography among the students in all possible ways.
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Site Sections

Accessibility

Nearest Railway Stations

Jolarpettai       – 24 kms

Vaniyambadi     – 29 kms

Nearest Airport

Bangalore -  198 kms

CChennai      -   222 kms

Nearest Cities

Bangalore             -  163 kms

Chennai                  -  230 kms

Vellore                    -      69 kms

Tiruvannamalai  -   116 kms

Tirupattur            -     30 kms

VVaniyambadi         -    32 kms 
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